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underground through the entire Upamshads has now
lied up to the surface like a splashing nver of Paradise.
If the Great Wish, -May I be many-, if the act ot brmgmg-
Himself to the bondage of the Bhutas. be inspired by Joy,
a thousand times more an outcome of Joy is the self-
aivin^ of the Absolute ; and if the Atman in bondage as
1 nebulla of consciousness in the biggest organism and in
-the mono-cellular protozoa experiences Joy, a thousand
times more an experiencer of Joy is Sree Radha, the great
divinity of Felicity. The objective idealism of Hegel is
far from satisfactory as an explanation ot Creation ; tor
the Absolute is always Absolute, and He has not to
realize His Absoluteness concretely through any creative
processes. Neither the empirical western thinker like
Hegel, nor Sankar and Ramanuja of our country, can
satisfy us so much as this explanation of Creation as
{Sport5, given by the Vedanta Sutra (II, i, 33) and the
dictum of Heraclitus ("Making worlds is Zeus' pastime")
and that of Plato in his Laws ("Man is made to be the
play-thing of God"). Spinoza struck a, discordant note,
when he attributed a motive to God's Creation and wrote:
"If God be the external cause or contriver of the world,
the act of creation must be purposive ; and a purpose* of
this sort which cannot find satisfaction within the range of
pre-existent implies want or imperfection. Why did God
create Worid? What is the reason that the Absolute
unity should go beyond itself to manifest or reveal itself    »
in the manifoldness of infinite existence? Was He
weary with His inactivity, or did He want to have some"
thing to please His eyes, that He was led to contrive* the     .
world?" God is eternally Perfect, and all purposes are
fulfilled in Him ; and the only purpose He mi^ht have
in His Ikshana was certainly Joy, i.e. enpynient of Him"     :
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